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Abstract 

In conventional aircraft design engine loads are transferred directly from the engine core and fan case 

to the pylon via engine mounts. Literature is available on the modelling of individual powerplant 

components but limited work is available on the whole assembled system (engine, pylon and nacelle). The 

influence of the structural connections between the components on overall system performance has not 

been investigated. Herein a Finite Element model is described which can be used to assess connection 

strategies between powerplant components and if such arrangements can effectively enhance engine 

performance by reducing detrimental engine structural deformations (engine carcass bending, rotation, 

ovalization). The method is demonstrated for a generic high bypass ratio engine design, focusing on 

connections between the engine and thrust reverser unit. The method identifies a modified attachment 

scheme between the engine rear turbine casing and the inner barrel of the thrust reverser unit, which 

reduces engine deformations across multiple loading scenarios. Maximum reductions of 97% and 96% 

have been observed in carcass bending and ovalization respectively.  
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I. Introduction 

With novel aircraft configurations and aero-engine technologies proposed for future transport aircraft [1-5], 

there is increasing interest in understanding the influence and the potential benefits of structural integration 

strategies.  The manner in which an engine is connected and interacts with the surrounding structural components 

such as the pylon, Thrust Reverser Unit (TRU) or nacelle cowls can impact the stiffness and relative deformation 

of the powerplant.  This is increasingly important where aero-engine performance can be adversely impacted by 

overall structural deformations such as bending, rotation and “ovalization”, and maintaining tight geometric 

tolerance between engine casings and rotor blades has a direct impact on engine efficiency [6]. Thus integration 

strategies which reduce engine structural deformations may be important in defining the best combination of 

aircraft configuration and engine technology for future aircraft. 

Today the design and manufacture of an aircraft, its engines and their integrating components are highly 

specialised and often undertaken by separate engineering and business organisations. The integrating components 

typically include aerodynamic fairings (inlet, fan cowl) along with special systems such as the Thrust Reverser 

Unit (TRU), which is found on the majority of civil aircraft and provides runway deceleration [7]. Flight loads 

are transferred directly from the engine core and fan case to the pylon via a small number of engine mounts [8]. 

The aerodynamic fairings are not involved in primary load transfer and often have low stiffness and limited load 

carrying capacity. These are designed to withstand inertia loads from manoeuvres, as well as internal and external 

pressures resulting from flight operations. TRUs typically transfer loads they generate directly to the engine which 

in turn transfer the loads to the pylon, and are designed to withstand inertia loads and operational pressure loads 

resulting from flight operations and manoeuvres. TRU structures are generally stiffer than the pure aerodynamic 

fairings resulting from their function to redirect engine bypass air flow [9]. 

A potential weakness of such a separated design philosophy is that a structural system may evolve which 

is less efficient if compared to a more integrated structural solution where the core engine, fairings and TRU are 

deliberately designed to structurally support each other and distribute load in a more efficient manner. The primary 

challenge with such an approach is the complexity of the structural system and the range of loading scenarios 

which must be considered, as well as the potential wide range of connection strategies which could be studied. In 

this work, a fully integrated approach is proposed and demonstrated, where the connection strategies between the 

components are the principal design variables. Very limited literature is available for such a design study and no 

approach to organise such a design study has been proposed in the literature to date. 
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Thus, this paper aims to use an appropriate global Finite Element model of the overall powerplant system, 

together with a structured Design of Experiments approach to assess connection strategies between an engine and 

pylon design considering the integration of the thrust reverser unit, representing appropriate loading scenarios. 

For this conceptual level study, the scope of potential connections being explored is largely unconstrained by any 

material or manufacturing limitations of current technology; challenges which may be overcome in future, should 

the investigation identify particularly promising novel connection strategies.  The following section first 

introduces necessary background material and summarises the available relevant literature. This is followed with 

details of the developed generic model, representative of current design practice, and appropriate loading 

scenarios. The model and loading have been established in conjunction with experienced engine and airframe 

designers, such that together they are suitable for the planned study. The subsequent section then demonstrates 

the use of a Design of Experiments approach, to examine connection strategies. Finally, the results and conclusions 

are presented considering critical engine structural deformations for a range of attachment schemes.  

 

II.  Background and Literature Review 

 

A. Aero-engine integration 

Before considering radical future aircraft and propulsion concepts it is necessary to develop and verify the 

models and approaches used to understand current integration sensitivities. This work is thus focused on high 

bypass ratio turbofan engines; the dominant form of engine for civil aviation today. In such engines a large ratio 

of the air passing through the engine front fan does not pass through the hot engine core, but rather bypasses the 

engine core providing thrust. With a fixed aircraft configuration, increasing the fan diameter to increase the bypass 

flow has enabled significant aircraft efficiency improvements in recent decades [10-12]. Typically, engines are 

positioned beneath the wing which provides both access for maintenance and proximity to the wing, in which 

large volumes of fuel can be stored [1]. The pylon connects the engine to the wing and distributes loads between 

the engine core and the wing torque box. With this configuration there is limited space for further increasing fan 

diameter and bypass ratio without negatively impacting other aircraft systems and ground/flight handling and 

control characteristics. Future improvements through increasing fan diameter and thus engine bypass ratio is thus 

constrained. 

Alternative methods to increase the bypass flow must therefore be sought, one strategy could involve 

decreasing the engine core diameter. This would reduce the effective stiffness of the core resulting in the need for 

the addition of greater structural mass (i.e. thickening of the components) to meet the loads the core experiences. 
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An alternative to increasing core stiffness would be to better integrate the load transfer between the engine and 

the pylon, using the surrounding nacelle components as part of the load path, and limit the need for engine 

component thickening.  

 

Fig.1 Engine mounting configurations. 

As previously discussed, the aerodynamic fairings (inlet, fan cowl) are not designed for the safe transfer 

of load between the engine and the pylon. The inlet assembly is generally connected via a bolted joint to the fan 

case. Fan cowls are generally connected to the pylon at discrete points using hinge fittings and form a pressure 

seal connecting the inlet to the TRU. The TRU again is not considered necessary for the safe transfer of load 

between the engine and the pylon. However, when actuated, the TRU transfers the loading resulting from the 

reversal of thrust to the engine core, through v-groove joints, and the engine then transmits these loads into the 

pylon [9]. A standard connection strategy between engine and pylon is illustrated in Fig. 1 for a standard civil 

aircraft configuration. Subtle variation in this general strategy is employed by the various aircraft and engine 

OEMs in the numerous combinations of their products.  

 

 

B. Component structural modelling 

Many authors have presented methods to model and analyse individual aero-engine components, with many 

authors performing modal and/or linear static analysis of the core casings and individual nacelle components. For 

example, Borrero et al [13] modelled fan cowl components loaded with internal and external aerodynamic 

pressures and temperatures. The adjacent components were not modelled but were represented by applied 

enforced displacements. Borrero recommended that for future work the remaining nacelle components should be 
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modelled. Blind et al. [14] modelled and analysed the ability of a turbine bearing housing to withstand Fan Blade 

Off (FBO) loads. Blind et al. applied the loads using coupling equations to distribute the load. The adjacent 

component (low pressure turbine) was represented by a grounded constraint, fixed in all degrees of freedom in 

displacement and rotation. Chen et al. [15] performed a modal analysis on a rear turbine bearing housing, turbine 

casing and combustion chamber outer casing using free-free boundary conditions. Similarly, Zang et al. [16], 

Shahverdi et al. [17], Chaoping et al. [18] and Huang et al. [19] analysed casing components with free-free 

boundary conditions. However, Garcia [20] illustrated modal validation inaccuracies for individual engine 

components - demonstrating individual components behave differently when modelled within their assembly. 

Attempts were made to overcome this by modelling the component in question with supermodels (highly refined 

representations with solid elements) and adjacent components with a coarse mesh, which allowed predictions 

similar to physical test data [20].  Similarly, a number of authors have presented work on the structural modelling 

and analysis of the pylon components [21-26].  Modelling methods typically comprise solid and shell element 

idealisations, with studies employing various approaches for sizing and optimisation of the pylon structure [21, 

22, 26], and focusing effort on accurately capturing the mount joints and the load transfer through them [23 – 24].  

A Whole Engine Model (WEM) is the name given to the assembly of engine core, pylon and surrounding 

nacelle components. WEM are often used to verify an engine structural performance considering the application 

of static and dynamic loads. Such models can contain millions of degrees of freedom if constructed using solid 

elements, and thus authors have proposed methods to reduce their complexity to allow for a lower computational 

burden [13, 18, 19]; for example, by ignoring detailed design features such as bosses and holes. Gustavsson [27] 

completed both independent component and whole engine analysis, excluding aero-fairings and the TRU, to 

examine different fan outlet guide vane material options. A single component connection strategy was examined 

and WEM displacement behaviour was reported. Voutchkov [28] demonstrated the ability to perform shell 

thickness optimisation considering two hundred different load cases. Note that all authors who have modelled and 

analysed WEM did so with current connection strategies present in civil aircraft powerplants.  

Many WEM authors have analysed FBO events, including Heidari et al. [29], Bettebghor et al. [30], 

Husband [31] and Sengoz et al. [32]. These works also represent other aero-fairings and/or TRU structures. The 

method presented by Bettebghor et al. considered pylon and engine core compressor casing optimisation, 

considering a fixed connection strategy between the components. Significantly the optimisation considered both 

weight and tip clearance criterion, where the tip clearance criterion was calculated based on component structural 

deformations. This research also focused on integrating engine and pylon in terms of load distribution, but only 
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considered the thickness of the compressor casing and the pylon. In contrast to Bettebghor et al [30], where the 

engine mounts were considered in a fixed position, Coniglio et al [22] considered the engine mounts part of the 

design domain and fixed the engine design.  Husband [31] analysed an FBO event, varying fan case wall thickness 

and measured the peak loads at the engine mount locations. Variation in blade strike location on the fan case was 

considered but other relevant load cases for the design of an aircraft and engine combination where not considered.  

The WEMs presented in [31], [30], [27], [32] all employ shell elements, principally as their focus is on 

overall structural behaviour. There is no evidence in literature that indicates that work has been conducted on 

examining the influence of component connection strategies on engine structural deformations. 

 

C.  Joint and connection modelling 

Herein the connection strategy refers to the connections between the individual powerplant components. 

Considering first the engine components, the core casings are generally connected to the shaft(s) by roller and ball 

bearings, illustrated by Aeniyi [33]. In the literature bearings have been represented using springs, multi-point 

constraints and solid elements. Borovkov et al. [34] and Song et al. [35] both utilise spring elements in their 

models. However, the main focus of both studies was the analysis and updating of the bearing and rotor stiffness’s, 

only possible by modelling these connections with spring elements. Adolfsson [36] illustrates methods of 

combining spring elements with both infinitely stiff and specific stiffness multipoint constraints. Adolfsson found 

the infinitely stiff representations failed to capture the local stresses correctly during simulations. However, 

combinations of specific stiffness constraints and spring elements exhibited similar results to experimental data 

[36].  

Considering thrust links, Fig. 1 and Table 1, these have been modelled as rod elements, Gustavsson [27], 

and shell elements, Sengoz et al. [32], with both approaches requiring the use of multipoint constraints to ensure 

that only axial loads are transmitted. Bettebghor et al. [30] demonstrates the use of combined multipoint 

constraints, spring elements and rod elements to represent thrust links along with their end fitting mechanisms, as 

well as the mechanisms found at front and rear (or aft) engine-pylon mount connections. Such arrangements allow 

the correct loads to be transmitted at each location. 

  

 

D. Load Cases 

All WEM components must be designed to withstand a wide range of limit and ultimate load cases. Limit loads 
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are typical loads that the structure would experience during flight and are therefore vital to investigate for the 

topic of load share. Limit loads typically need to be considered for a range of flight conditions, e.g. aircraft mass, 

aircraft centre of gravity, altitude, engine and control surface settings [37]. A safety factor of 1.5 is applied to the 

limit loads to derive the equivalent ultimate load cases. The powerplant components must have the ability to 

withstand the ultimate loads without failure of the material. Additionally, the structure must be able to withstand 

abnormal load cases particularly failure situations, known as extreme load cases. These extreme events, which 

may be experienced by the aircraft or engine, must be considered for design certification. Due to the lack of 

publicly available accurate data, thermal loads were not considered in this work.  

 

E. Summary  

The referenced works demonstrate that there are verified and validated modelling strategies for the relevant 

components. However, there exist very few examples in literature where the entire system has been modelled. 

Assembled multi component models tend to have a large number of degrees of freedom, as well as many loading 

cases, and complex joints. Where such models are used it has been for fixed designs with a single connection 

arrangement between the components [31] or for the optimisation of individual components [30], again with fixed 

connections between components. From literature it was established that no works have considered varying 

component connections, but that appropriate joint representations are possible using combinations of multipoint 

constraints and spring elements. The challenge is thus to represent the range of loads which design the various 

components and consider the range of possible connection strategies in an efficient manner. 

III  Finite Element Model 

Based on the preceding literature review a structural Finite Element model representing a generic engine, 

aerodynamic inlet, fan cowl, TRU and pylon was developed. The model structural characteristics were selected 

to be suitable for the variation and study of component connection strategies. The engine was set to have a fan 

diameter of 3.0m and a total length of 4.2m, and the pylon length was set to 5.55m. The model was constructed 

such that a traditional baseline connection strategy between the components could be represented, but such that 

local connection detail between components could be changed easily and without the need to change any other 

model feature. 

 

A. Materials 

The engine and pylon were modelled with representative metal materials and the remaining components 
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represented with combinations of monolithic composite and composite honeycomb sandwich materials. The thrust 

links were modelled using stainless steel. Table 1 presents the material breakdown for the individual component 

structures. Preliminary design weight estimation methods and literature were used to verify the design [32, 38]. 

The component mass breakdown is presented in Fig. 2. Not presented in Fig. 2 are the derived systems masses, 

which are assumed to total to 1/3 of the structural mass [39].  

 

 

Fig.2 Summary of key model sub-system structural mass. 

 

B. Model mesh 
Based on the literature review components are meshed using shell, beam and rod elements, Fig. 2. Triangular shell 

(CTRIA) elements were used only where the sole use of quadrilateral shell (CQUAD4) elements resulted in 

unacceptable mesh distortion. The complete model contains 60,863 elements. The engine shaft is idealised by a 

series of beam elements, with distributed point masses representing the presence of the various blade systems.  

MPCs are used to represent the restraint and load transfer to the engine casing provided by the bearing system.  

Shell elements are used to model the engine core and fan casings, OGVs, inlet, fan cowl and TRU outer panels 

and internal ribs and bulkheads, with beam elements used to represent local stiffening features. The pylon is 

modelled as an assembly of shell elements representing outer panels and internal ribs.   
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Table 1 Modelled component features and materials 

 

 

C. Component connections 
 

Table 2 presents a definition of the key engine, TRU and pylon connections that are found in the baseline 

powerplant model, typical of those found in a fan-mounted, high by-pass ratio turbofan engine [8] [13].  For the 

baseline connections the engine-pylon front mount is designed to transmit lateral (Fy) and vertical (Fz) loads; the 

rear (aft) engine-pylon mount is designed to transmit lateral (Fy), vertical (Fz) and the torsional moments about 

the engine longitudinal axis (Mx).  The thrust links are designed so as to only transmit axial loads (Fx) from the 

engine to the pylon.  The TRU is connected to the engine at both the engine core (inner v-groove) and fan case 

(outer v-groove), with axial loads (Fx) and radial loads (FR) being transmitted at both these locations.  The TRU 

is connected to the pylon through a series of hinge connections designed to transmit vertical (Fz) and lateral (Fy) 

loads.  The following studies introduce a new TRU-engine connection at the rear turbine location, and will explore 

different combinations of connection load transfer degrees of freedom to identify a more optimal connection 

 Components Material 

Engine Fan Case Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Outlet Guide Vanes Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Fan Hub Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Combustion Casing  Nickel Alloy  (ATI 718) 

Rear Turbine Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

 Shaft Stainless Steel 

Inlet Nose Lip Aluminium 

Inlet Front Bulkhead Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Acoustic Liners Aluminium honeycomb sandwich [40] 

Inlet Outer Skin Carbon Fibre Laminate [41] 

Inlet Aft Bulkhead Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Inlet Attachment Ring (T-section) Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Radially Ribs (T-section) Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Fan Cowl Port door Carbon fibre honeycomb sandwich [42] 

Starboard door Carbon fibre honeycomb sandwich [42] 

TRU Torque Box/ Bulkhead Aluminium 

Torque Box Radial Ribs (T-section) Aluminium 

Cascades Aluminium 

Inner Barrel Carbon fibre honeycomb sandwich 

Bifurcation Walls Carbon fibre Laminate [41] 

Cascade Support Stiffener (U Shape) Aluminium 

Actuators Stainless Steel 

Primary 

pylon 

Side panels Titanium  (Ti6Al4V) 

Upper panels 35NCD16 VAC-ARC High Strength 

Alloy Steel 

Lower panels 35NCD16 VAC-ARC High Strength 

Alloy Steel 
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strategy.    

Table 2 Baseline powerplant connection strategy 

Connection Load Degree of Freedom 

Engine to Pylon Front 

Mount 

Fy, Fz 

Engine to Pylon Rear 

Mount 

Fy, Fz, Mx 

Thrust Links Fx 

TRU to Engine Core 

Casing (Inner V-Groove) 

Fx, FR 

TRU to Engine Fan Case 

(Outer V-Groove) 

Fx, FR 

TRU – Rear Turbine ---------- 

  

  

TRU – Pylon Hinges Fy, Fz 

 

 

The engine is attached to the pylon at three locations using six linkages: front mount, aft mount and thrust 

links. The thrust links were modelled using rod elements, one element for each link, representing the transfer of 

axial engine loads. The connection between each thrust link and the engine core component is illustrated in Fig. 

3b, which is presented by Bettebghor et al [30]. The setup involved a multi-point constraint (RBE3 type) connected 

to the core with its master node attached to six spring elements (CELAS). A local link axis system was defined to 

ensure only axial load was carried by each link. 

The attachment between the thrust links and the pylon involves a combination of multi point constraints 

(RBE2) and spring elements (CBUSH), Fig. 3a. The thrust links were modelled using rod elements (RBE2), the 

rod element ends are attached to the adjacent structure using spring elements (CBUSH). As all translational 

degrees of freedom are constrained by a spring element at the base of the thrust link, the spring elements at the 

top of the thrust link must also be constrained in all translational degrees of freedom. This ensures no rotations 

were transmitted to the pylon. This setup ensured that the thrust link only carried axial loads. The centre node 

must have the ability to rotate about the local thrust link axis (z-axis), therefore the CBUSH does not contain a 

stiffness in the rotational z-axis.   

Vertical and side loads should be transmitted into the pylon by the front engine mount located on the fan 

case, and the aft engine mount located on the rear turbine section. The front and aft mount were modelled utilising 

beam elements and multi point constraints. A RBE2 was used to represent the equivalent lug fitting to the casings 

as it added infinite stiffness, Fig. 3c. This type of element is chosen as a rigid link is desired. The mounts are 
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essentially I-beams that carry a pair of laterally spaced links. At each end of the mounts, there are links that extend 

inward or outward in opposite directions relative to the engine longitudinal axis. The front mount consists of a pin 

and lug system accompanied by diagonal shackles that have the ability to rotate about the pin axis. Therefore, pin 

flagging was used to release a degree of freedom at the ends of the beam when defining the front mount. In contrast 

the aft mount does not have the ability to rotate about the pin axis and consists of a three-point shackle. As a result, 

the aft mount has the ability to react the moment about the engine axial axis. 

           

Fig.3 Model connection idealisations. 

 
Radial connections in the model, such as the v-groove joints between the TRU and engine, are also modelled 

using CBUSH elements.  Given the nature of these joints a cylindrical coordinate system is most appropriate. Fig. 

4 defines the degrees of freedom with respect to the developed WEM; where R is the radial connection and θ is 

the rotational connection about the engine longitudinal axis.  The use of CBUSH elements allows rapid variation 

of the joint degree of freedom, negating the need for localized re-meshing if more detailed joint idealizations are 

used.  However, one limitation of this idealization is the constraint that the structure either side of the CBUSH 
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element is coincident: it is unable to predict separation between adjoining components, such as the disengagement 

of blade and groove at a v-groove connection.  More detailed analysis of these types of joints could use more 

detail idealizations or elements, such as CGAP elements. However, additional modelling complexities can 

significantly lengthen simulation times [36], in particular representing joint contacts [47]. Moreover, representing 

the joints at full detail may result in the need for localized re-meshing of the model as load transfer degrees of 

freedom are changed. Thus modelling with full detail is counter to the overarching research objective. That is to 

say without simplification it would not be possible to rapidly vary joint location and load transfer degrees of 

freedom for the purpose of exploring a large volume of potential connection combinations at a conceptual level.  

To this end, CBUSH elements have been used, noting that the model may predict stiffer joint behavior or local 

load transfer which may not be fully representative under some limited loading scenarios where, for example, 

disengagement of the v-groove blade is possible.  

In order to verify that the finite element models were appropriate and representative a series of verification 

steps where performed.  The model was developed with increasing complexity, with modal and unit load stiffness 

simulations of the individual sub-models of the powerplant components and the final powerplant assembly 

compared to manual hand calculations and available literature data.  Model process, data input and simulation 

output from individual sub-assembly and overall powerplant models was also presented to, and reviewed by 

industrial experts in engine and powerplant modelling. 

 

 

Fig.4 Cylindrical coordinate system utilized for sensitivity studies 

 
 

D. Model boundary conditions and loading  

The pylon is attached to the wing at four locations, front mount, aft mount and a central spigot, Fig.5. As the wing 

was not modelled, representative nodal boundary conditions have been applied with the front wing mount 

locations constrained in the axial (x) and vertical (z) directions while the aft wing mount location was constrained 
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in the side/lateral (y) and vertical (z) directions. The central spigot was constrained in the side (y) direction.  

Four load cases (Fan Blade off, Reverse Thrust, Take-off Rotation, Gust) which are most commonly 

applied in the literature, are to be analysed, Table 3. These particular cases have been selected as they have been 

stated to be critical cases for the sizing of either the engine, the pylon, the TRU structure or individual joints 

between the components.  All simulations are run as linear static analysis and performed in MSC Nastran (SOL 

101).  

 

Fig.5 Pylon boundary conditions at wing interface. 

 
Table 3 Load Cases Applied  

Load Case Load Applied 

Take-off [27] Max thrust (311 kN) and 2g downward 

inertia 

Gust [27] Max thrust (311 kN), 5g downward and 

1g lateral inertia  

Reverse 

Thrust [27]  

Max reverse thrust (96 kN) and 1g 

downward inertia 

FBO [27] Point forces and moments at engine CG 

location 

 

IV Design of Experiments 

The Taguchi method [45] is a standardised and efficient approach to structure the study of potential connection 

strategies. The method first involves defining what factors to evaluate and at what levels these should be studied 

at. The factors are the degrees of freedom at a connection. The levels are related to whether the individual degree 

of freedom is active in load transfer or not.  Initially two levels may be considered; a degree of freedom has 

stiffness or a degree of freedom has no stiffness. The selected factors and levels are then arranged into an 
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orthogonal array to organise a trial of fractional factorial simulation based experiments. Having completed the 

simulation trial an ANOVA analysis of the results enables the influence of each factor to be quantified considering 

the key engine structural deformations, i.e. engine bending, rotation, ovalization. In addition, by performing a 

signal to noise ratio analysis on the simulation results a potential optimum may be predicted. Using such an 

approach allows a study to be subdivided into different connections, systematically building understanding of 

individual connections and then combined connections.  

 

 
Fig.6 Design of Experiments trial configurations. 

 

A. Sensitivity Studies  

The presented finite element model supports rapid variation of connections between the engine and all 

surrounding nacelle and pylon components.  Presented in this paper are studies focusing on the connections 

between the engine and TRU component.  The typically higher stiffness of the TRU relative to the other nacelle 

cowl components, combined with its location within the powerplant assembly, provides potentially the most 

effective means of supplementing the existing engine-pylon connections.  To demonstrate the approach outlined 

above herein two connections between the engine and TRU will be examined in three simulation trials: 

 The first simulation trial will investigate the impact of connecting the rear turbine of the engine and the rear 

inner barrel of the TRU. With the rear edge of the TRU barrel located behind the aft engine mount, which sits 

slightly forward of the rear turbine exit plane, a full 360 degree connection is feasible.  Therefore the trial 

will consider an entire circumferential connection between the two components, Fig. 6.  

 The second simulation trial will investigate the connection degrees of freedom at the engine to TRU at both 

v-groove locations. Again the trial will consider an entire circumferential connection between the two 

components, Fig. 6.  

 The third simulation trial will investigate combining the ‘best’ connection strategies from the two preceding 

trials, to understand any interactions and combined benefits.  
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 B. Measured Responses 

A number of responses will enable identification of the most promising configuration from the sensitivities 

studies. Responses include engine bending, ovalization, rotation and stress. Engine bending is quantified by 

plotting the vertical displacement of the engine nodes in the z axis, Fig. 1. Rotation is measured through the 

outputting of nodal rotational displacement in radians. Similar to bending the maximum nodal rotational 

displacement was measured. Engine ovalization involves determining the radial displacement of nodes around the 

circumference relative to the original nodal location. Note that the axis x, y z refers to the axial, lateral and vertical 

coordinate system. Where the axial axis is the longitudinal axis along the engine core in which thrust is produced, 

as illustrated in Fig. 1. The vertical axis (Z axis) includes the axis along the height of the engine, illustrated in Fig. 

1. The lateral axis (y) includes the axis to the left and right of the engine.  

V  Results & Discussion 

A. Baseline Simulation 

In addition to the noted simulation trials in Section IV A., an analysis was also undertaken considering the 

baseline powerplant connection strategy, as defined in Table 2.  The same key response data, as defined in Section 

IV B., was extracted and is used for evaluation and comparison with the results of the simulation trials. For brevity 

the baseline data is not presented but comparison between the baseline and the simulation trials is presented in 

Tables 5-7, and Figures 7-10, and is discussed in the following sub-section.    

 

B. Design of Experiments 

A summary of the results from the first and second simulation trials is presented in Table 4 to 7. The dominant 

factors and their calculated percentage influence for each engine structural deformation and each load case is 

presented in Table 4 and 6 for the first and second simulation trials respectively. It is clear from the tables that 

at both the rear turbine to TRU location (first trial) and at the engine core to TRU v-groove location (second 

trial), Fig. 6, that the rotational and axial connections are the dominant factors on the engine structural 

deformation/stress. Only at the engine core to TRU v-groove location (second trial) is the radial connection 

found to be the most dominant factor under the take-off loading case. Only under the take-off loading case is 

both axial and radial connections found to be most dominant for both trials. For both trials under FBO and gust 

loading the rotational connections are dominant. For the reverse thrust load case the axial connections are 

dominant for both trials, which is logical.  
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Table 4 Dominant factors and their percentage influence determined from the ANOVA analysis, for the first simulation trial (TRU-Rear Turbine connection).   

 

  

Load case → Fan Blade off Reverse Thrust Take off Rotation Gust 

Key engine 

performance measures 

 

Bending Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Axial Connection Axial/Rotational 

Connection 

Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 94 % 67 % 45/38 % 96 % 

Rotation Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Axial Connection Axial/Rotational 

Connection 

Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 94 % 65 % 45/38 % 97 % 

Average 

Stress 

Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Axial Connection Axial Connection Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 77 % 75 % 41 % 71 % 

Factor of 

Ovalization 

Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Axial Connection Axial Connection Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 72 % 82 % 77 % 59 % 
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Table 5 Comparative performance in terms of component bending, rotation, ovalization and stress between the Baseline configuration and the S/N identified 

optimum configuration, for the first simulation trial (TRU-Rear Turbine connection). 

 Load case → Fan Blade off Reverse Thrust Take off Rotation Gust 

 

Baseline Connection Strategy 
Average Component Stress 

(MPa) 
Fan Hub 77 13 17 24 

HPC/Combustion 87 21 45 52 

Turbine 35 16 28 48 

Fan Case 13 2.2 4.6 6.5 

OGV 25 1.6 4.5 32 

      
 

First Trial : Optimal Connection Strategy 
      

Change in Maximum Bending Deformation -81 % -97 % -82 % -83 % 

      
Change in Maximum Rotational Deformation -84 % -77 % -76 % -82 % 

      
Change in Maximum Ovalization Factor -82 % -92 % -96 % -93 % 

      
Change in Average 

Component Stress 

 

Fan Hub -23 % -40 % -48 % -48 % 

HPC/Combustion -29 % -39 % -32 % -37 % 

Turbine -62 % -63 % -66 % -72 % 

Fan Case -18 % -31 % -43 % -42 % 

OGV -48 % -29 % -45 % -80 % 
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Table 6 Dominant factors and their percentage influence determined from the ANOVA analysis, for the second simulation trial (TRU-V-groove connections).   

 

  

Load case → Fan Blade off Reverse Thrust Take off Rotation Gust 

Key engine 

performance measures 

 

Bending Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Rotational/ Axial 

Connection 

Radial Connection Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 70 % 42/ 22 % 53 % 52 % 

Rotation Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Rotational / Axial 

Connection 

Radial Connection Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 68 % 39/ 27 % 54 % 48 % 

Average 

Stress 

Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Axial Connection Radial Connection Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 59 % 40 % 67 % 50 % 

Factor of 

Ovalization 

Dominant Connection Rotational 

Connection 

Rotational/Axial 

Connection 

Inner Axial 

Connection 

Rotational 

Connection 

percentage influence 74 % 43/38 % 44 % 73 % 
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Table 7 Comparative performance in terms of component bending, rotation, ovalization and stress between the Baseline configuration and the S/N identified 

optimum configuration, for the second simulation trial (TRU-V-groove connection).  

 

 Load case → Fan Blade off Reverse Thrust Take off Rotation Gust 

 

Baseline Connection Strategy 
Average Component Stress 

(MPa) 
Fan Hub 77 13 17 24 

HPC/Combustion 87 21 45 52 

Turbine 35 16 28 48 

Fan Case 13 2.2 4.6 6.5 

OGV 25 1.6 4.5 32 

      
 

Second Trial : Optimal Connection Strategy 
      

Change in Maximum Bending Deformation -73 % -1 % -5 % -60 % 

      
Change in Maximum Rotational Deformation -81 % -2 % -6 % -56 % 

      
Change in Maximum Ovalization Factor -85 % -3 % -5 % -67 % 

      
Change in Average 

Component Stress 

 

Fan Hub -11 % -2 % +2 % -17 % 

HPC/Combustion -8 % +0.3 % -1 % -2 % 

Turbine -57 % +1 % -3 % -24 % 

Fan Case -31 % -1 % +4 % -15 % 

OGV -49 % -1 % +3 % -82 % 
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Analysis of the signal to noise ratio of each simulation trial also enables the prediction of a potential 

optimum joint configuration. These were simulated along with a baseline analysis (considering a traditional 

connection strategy). The combined results allow a quantifiable comparison between the current structural 

configuration and the predicted optimum joint configuration from each trial. Thus the impact on individual engine 

components is captured in terms of structural deformations and component stress levels. Table 5 and 7 present the 

comparative performance in terms of component bending, rotation, ovalization and stress between the baseline 

configuration and the S/N identified optimum configuration for the first and second simulation trials. For the first 

trial (rear turbine to TRU location) the identified optimum, Table 5, reduces all the engine structural 

deformations/stresses (bending, rotation, average stress, ovalization). The second trial identified optimum, Table 

7, (engine core to TRU v-groove location) also reduces a number of the engine structural deformations/stresses 

but not simultaneously for all load cases. In both cases a reduction in a deformation/stress is also accompanied 

with a change in the peak magnitude location. 

The third trial involved the combination of the first and second trial optimums with connections at the 

rear turbine to TRU and at the engine core to TRU v-groove locations. Table 8 presents the relative performance 

between the baseline configuration and this hybrid optimum configuration. This optimum, like the first trial 

optimum, reduces all the engine structural deformations/stresses and suggests a marginally better performance 

than the first trial optimum across the four load cases.  The following sub-sections discuss the combined trial 

results considering each structural deformation in turn. 
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Table 8 Comparative performance in terms of component bending, rotation, ovalization and stress between the Baseline configuration and the S/N identified 

optimum configuration, for the third simulation trial.  

 

 Load case → Fan Blade off Reverse Thrust Take off Rotation Gust 

 

Baseline Connection Strategy 
Average Component Stress 

(MPa) 
Fan Hub 77 13 17 24 

HPC/Combustion 87 21 45 52 

Turbine 35 16 28 48 

Fan Case 13 2.2 4.6 6.5 

OGV 25 1.6 4.5 32 

      
 

Third Trial : Optimal Connection Strategy 
      

Change in Maximum Bending Deformation -83 % -82 % -86 % -85 % 

      
Change in Maximum Rotational Deformation -86 % -84 % -78 % -84 % 

      
Change in Maximum Ovalization Factor -95 % -92 % -96 % -96 % 

      
Change in Average 

Component Stress 

 

Fan Hub -24 % -40 % -47 % -51 % 

HPC/Combustion -25 % -41 % -32 %   -35 % 

Turbine -71 % -63 % -66 % -73 % 

Fan Case -17 % -32 % -43 % -45 % 

OGV -47 % -29 % -44 % -78 % 

      



 

 

C. Effect of Connection Strategy on Engine Bending 

Figure 7 presents the vertical deflection along the engine carcass due to a take-off load case.  Vertical 

deflection is plotted for the baseline configuration and configurations with optimal connection strategies from the 

three individual Design of Experiments trials. The take-off load case is presented here as it induces the largest 

bending deflection of the engine, however similar relative behaviour is observed for all load cases.  As a result of 

the proposed additional optimum connection between the TRU and engine rear turbine from the first trial there is 

a significant reduction in carcass bending for the take-off load case, Fig. 7. In the baseline configuration the rear 

turbine’s sole connection point beyond the engine is to the pylon via the aft mount, which transmits side loads, 

vertical loads and moments about the engine axis (Mx). With the new connection an additional load path for 

moments about the engine axis is formed, reducing the load transmitted through the aft mount. The proposed 

connection between the TRU and engine in both the first trial and the third trial optimums results in a 22% decrease 

in the reaction forces experienced by the engine mounts for the take-off load case. Carcass bending is typically 

caused by the reaction forces at the engine mounting locations which induces a bending moment along the engine 

spine. Inspection of engine rotational deflection (rotation) and axial deflection indicates that the additional joint 

also stiffens the rear turbine in these orientations. The proposed optimum connection strategy from the second 

trial does not significantly impact the engine mount reaction forces (e.g. for the take-off load case only increasing 

the reaction forces by 0.5%). Hence there is no significant change in engine bending with the second trial optimum, 

Fig. 7.  

 

Fig.7 Engine carcass bending results due to take-off load case. 



 

 

 

D. Effect of Connection Strategy on Engine Rotation 

The largest rotational displacements experienced by the engine for the baseline configuration occurred under 

the FBO load case.  Figure 8 presents rotational displacement about the engine longitudinal axis (rotation) under 

the FBO load case.  Rotational displacement is plotted for the baseline configuration and configurations with 

optimal connection strategies from the three individual Design of Experiments trials. As previously discussed, the 

implementation of the proposed optimum connection from the first trial resulted in the TRU stiffening the engine 

in a rotational sense. Thus, adding this joint reduces the maximum rotational displacement by 84% at the rear 

turbine. There is also a notable reduction in rotational deformation of the fan case and front turbine portion of the 

core. Similarly, the second trial optimum adds additional torsional stiffness to the engine by adding a rotational 

restraint around the TRU and engine inner v-groove connection. In this case the rotational connection at the inner 

v-groove results in an additional load path to react moments about the engine longitudinal axis (Mx), reducing the 

torque on the components aft of the inner v-groove i.e. combustion casing and rear turbine, as demonstrated in 

Fig. 8. Figure 8 illustrates the nodal rotational displacement in radians of the fan case and engine core components. 

A maximum reduction of 80% in rotational displacement is seen at the rear turbine. Applying the proposed 

optimum connection from the third trial, which combines both the additional TRU-Rear Turbine connection and 

the more optimal TRU-V-groove connection, a 85% reduction in the maximum rotational displacement is seen at 

the rear turbine. The third phase results in the largest reduction in rotation given the combined effects of torsional 

stiffening and the additional load path for twisting loads to leave the engine.  

 
Fig.8 Engine core rotational displacement due to FBO load case. 

 

 



 

 

With all three proposed connection strategies adding a rotational (torsional) loading connection between 

the engine and TRU it is worth also considering the impact of these proposed connections on the TRU, in particular 

the TRU inner barrel which is the component directly connected to the engine in all three configurations. The 

rotational displacement of the TRU inner barrel for the baseline and three proposed configurations is presented in 

Fig. 9. With the addition of an optimal TRU-Rear Turbine connection (First trial) the maximum rotational 

displacement is reduced by 82%, with the engine structure providing additional torsional rigidity to the TRU inner 

barrel. For the second trial optimum the rotation of the aft section of the TRU inner barrel has increased. In this 

configuration the TRU has no aft connections or supports to restrain deformation, and the addition of torsional 

loading transferred into the front of the TRU by the more optimal v-groove connection causes larger rotational 

deformation at the rear of the TRU inner barrel.  When combining the optimal TRU-Rear Turbine and TRU-inner 

v-groove connection strategies (third trial), the additional rear turbine joint proves the more dominant factor, with 

the reduction in maximum rotational displacement, 80%, comparable to that observed in the first trial.  

 

Fig.9 TRU inner barrel rotational displacement due to FBO load case. 

 

E. Effect of Connection Strategy on Engine Ovalization  

The ovalization factor is a measure of the distortion of the engine core cross section, calculated from the 

simulation predicted radial displacements using Equation 1 [46]. An ovalization factor of zero is equivalent to a 

perfectly circular cross section. Figure 10a presents the ovalization factor for the engine components, subject to 

the take-off load case, for the baseline configuration and the three trial optimums. 

 

F = 2 * 
𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 

𝐷 max + 𝐷𝑚𝑖𝑛 
  (1) 

 



 

 

From Fig. 10a it is evident that the baseline configuration and the second trial optimum have the greatest level of 

ovalization. It is also clear that the rear turbine experiences the largest ovalization factor (cross sectional 

distortion).  By itself, the more optimal connection strategy at the TRU-v-groove location has minimal effect on 

radial deformation.  With the first and third trial optimums, the addition of the TRU-Rear Turbine connection 

results in the ovalization along the engine core being significantly reduced. Note that for the baseline case the rear 

turbine experiences the largest ovalization factor. Through the implementation of the first and third trials 

maximum reductions of 95% have occurred for both optimums.  In addition, the first and third trial optimums 

result in the same level of ovalization. For the fan case ovalization, reductions of 63% and 62% have occurred on 

the factor of ovalization due to the implementation of the first and third trial respectively.  Together these results 

indicate that the dominant connection in terms of ovalization is that of the rotational and axial connection between 

the TRU rear inner barrel and rear turbine, and that the rotational connection at the inner v-groove location has no 

significant influence on engine ovalization. 

 

Fig.10 Ovalization factor and radial deformation due to take-off load case - a) Ovalization factor along 

engine core and b) radial deformation of rear turbine. 

 
As the rear turbine experienced the overall greatest ovalization across all load cases. A cross sectional cut-out was 

taken to allow for the visualization of the ovalization. A slice was taken through the rear turbine and the nodal 

radial deformations were determined, illustrated in Fig.10b. The axes (00°-180°, 90°-270°) illustrate the location 

in terms of degrees around the casing, and the figure scale represents the length of the radius (m). It is evident 

from Fig.10b that a reduction has occurred in the ovalization of the rear turbine due to the implementation of the 



 

 

first and third trial. 

 

F. Effect of Connection Strategy on Engine average stress 

Finally, for completeness, the stress levels in the engine components are examined. As the peak stresses are 

dominated by local structural stiffness changes, average component stresses are calculated and used to represent 

component wide behaviour, Table 4 to Table 8. For the fan hub, LPC/combustion casing, rear turbine and fan case 

the first and third trial optimums have resulted in the largest reductions in the average stress for all load cases, 

with a decrease ranging from 15 – 50%. The largest reduction has occurred with the connection between the rear 

turbine and the TRU. The first and third trial optimums result in similar reductions in the component average 

stresses.  With the more optimal TRU-V-groove connection by itself, trial 2, reductions in average stress are also 

observed but under particular load cases the change in average stress on some components is largely negligible, 

if not detrimental.  

 

G. Summary of Optimal Connection Strategy 

 
Table 9 compares the key powerplant connections and load transfer degrees of freedom for the baseline and 

proposed optimal connection strategy.  Compared to the baseline connection strategy, the more optimal 

connections identified in this work involves the addition of a new connection between the TRU and engine rear 

turbine component, a connection that enables transmission of axial and rotational loads between these 

components. 

The key benefits of the proposed novel connection strategy over the baseline configuration include a reduction 

of the maximum engine core bending deformation by 83%, reduction of the maximum engine core rotational 

deformation by 86 %, and a reduction in maximum engine cross sectional deformation (ovalization) of 95% for 

the FBO load case.  The reductions for the remaining load cases are illustrated in Table 8. These reductions in 

engine deformations may be translated directly into a better performing engine, or alternatively the additional 

stiffness of the combined engine-TRU system afforded by the novel connection strategy may be translated into a 

lighter engine structural design.  It is also worth noting that the conclusions presented herein reflect the evaluation 

of novel connection structural strategies unconstrained by current material or manufacturing limitations. However, 

the proposed optimal connection between the rear turbine and TRU may present practical complexities with 

respect to the detailed design of the joint solution. In particular, with respect to the proposed joint load transfer, 

and its effectiveness in an area of the powerplant exposed to particularly high temperatures and subject to 



 

 

substantial thermal expansion challenges.  Realising the significant benefits of the proposed novel connection 

strategy will require future research beyond the conceptual level study presented herein to find feasible solutions 

to these foresee challenges.   

 
Table 9 Baseline and optimum configuration connection strategy 

 

Connection Baseline Load DOF Optimal Load DOF 

Engine to Pylon Front Mount Fy, Fz Fy, Fz 

Engine to Pylon Rear Mount Fy, Fz, Mx Fy, Fz, Mx 

Thrust Links Fx Fx 

TRU to Engine Core Casing (Inner V-Groove) Fx, Fr Fx, Fr, Fθ 

TRU to Engine Fan Case (Outer V-Groove) Fx, Fr Fx, Fr 

TRU – Rear Turbine ---------- Fθ, Fx 

TRU – Pylon Hinges Fy, Fz Fy, Fz 

 
 
 

VI Conclusions 

This paper has demonstrated a structured and efficient approach to assess connection strategies between an 

engine and the thrust reverser unit, applied to a typical high bypass powerplant design subject to a range of 

appropriate loading scenarios. The research has identified a modified attachment scheme between the engine rear 

turbine casing and the inner barrel of the thrust reverser unit, which reduces engine deformations across multiple 

loading scenarios. The introduction of axial/radial and rotational load transfer degrees of freedom at the new TRU-

Rear turbine connection  predicts significant reductions in engine bending and rotational deformation, average 

component stresses and ovalization. Modification, or addition, of connection degrees of freedom at the existing  

TRU-engine v-groove connections offers limited benefits. Finally, it is appropriate to note that employing any 

new connection strategy would require redesign of the individual components – but such redesign could be 

assisted using the same models described herein.  
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